
Add a homey touch
With its warm, casual aesthetics, 
Cura brings the feeling of home 
into office interiors.

CURA – warm & casual
Cura’s casual and natural look creates a warm, 
welcoming atmosphere and brings a relaxed 
feeling of home into the workplace.

Cura is a multi-purpose, two-coloured upholstery fabric made from 98% post-consumer recycled polyester. It fuses modern 
performance with a warm, casual aesthetics and a soft, voluminous touch.

Domesticating the workplace
Cura has a matt, slightly irregular and natural-looking texture that imitates the aesthetics of natural fibres. It adds a touch 
of classic luxury to any type of furniture and brings a relaxed feeling of home into the workplace. Use Cura for classic office 
furniture or lounge seating to transform workplaces into homey, comfortable interiors.

Light and shadow
Dark, underlying grey fibres create a discreet yet vibrant melange effect and make the palette’s primary colours stand out. 
By camouflaging daily wear and tear, the melange pattern is not only a visual attraction but also enhances the durability of 
the fabric and extends the life of furniture. 

Dusty tones and daring brights
The Cura colour palette takes its cues from the world of minerals and offers a harmonious balance of dusty hues and  daring 
brights. The palette encompasses 36 contemporary colourways including soft muted rose, bright purple, classic greys, 
greens and blues.

Recycling continues!
Gabriel’s collection of fabrics made from 98% post-consumer recycled polyester continues to grow. Cura is the latest addition 
and offers designers yet another strong sustainable choice. Like the majority of Gabriel’s fabrics, Cura is also EU Ecolabel 
and Oeko-Tex certified.

• Warm, casual aesthetics & soft, voluminous texture
• Vibrant melange effect with a comprehensive colour range
• High stretchability & perfect for office and lounge furniture
• 98% post-consumer recycled polyester
• Oeko-Tex certified & EU Ecolabel

Introducing

CURA
 

36 colours


